She created the perfume Chanel No. 5 - not the hot drink
Heidi __ is now married to singer Seal
America's Next Top Model created and hosted by Tyra __
This color is almost always in fashion
Model Iman is married to David __
Models and other female stars who act haughty are often called __
New York, London, Paris and __ are famous fashion capitals
"The Devil Wears __" is a book by Lauren Weisberger
Popular fashion magazine
Giorgio __
Polo by Ralph __
Many movie stars get free clothes to wear on the red carpet at the __
Long stage where fashion models strut their stuff
"Nothing comes between me and my __"
Oscar de __
The fashion world was shocked when Gianni __ died in 1997
Eating disorders such as __ and bulimia often afflict aspiring models
Billy Joel and supermodel Christy __ were married from 1985 to 1994
Cindy __ hosted MTV's House of Style
Gisele Bundchen is also known for dating Leonardo __
JLO by __ Lopez
Some models are as known for their __ lives as their professional ones
P. Diddy designs this men's label
Janice __ is often considered the first supermodel
Designer Stella __ is daughter to Paul of the Beatles
DKNY is the label of this fashion designer
A __ is a highly paid and recognized fashion model
L.A.M.B. by former No Doubt singer __ __